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In many of the publications, over 50 per year for the last five years, the Poole-Frenkel-effect

(PFE) is identified or suggested as dominating current mechanism to explain measured

current–electric field dependencies in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) thin film stacks. Very often,

the insulating thin film is a metal oxide as this class of materials has many important

applications, especially in information technology. In the overwhelming majority of the papers,

the identification of the PFE as dominating current mechanism is made by the slope of the

current–electric field curve in the so-called Poole-Frenkel plot, i.e., logarithm of current density,

j, divided by the applied electric field, F, versus the square root of that field. This plot is sug-

gested by the simplest current equation for the PFE, which comprises this proportionality (ln(j/F)

vs. F1/2) leading to a straight line in this plot. Only one other parameter (except natural constants)

may influence this slope: the optical dielectric constant of the insulating film. In order to identify

the importance of the PFE simulation studies of the current through MIM stacks with thin insulat-

ing films were performed and the current–electric field curves without and with implementation

of the PFE were compared. For the simulation, an advanced current model has been used combin-

ing electronic carrier injection/ejection currents at the interfaces, described by thermionic emis-

sion, with the carrier transport in the dielectric, described by drift and diffusion of electrons and

holes in a wide band gap semiconductor. Besides the applied electric field (or voltage), many

other important parameters have been varied: the density of the traps (with donor- and acceptor-

like behavior); the zero-field energy level of the traps within the energy gap, this energy level is

changed by the PFE (also called internal Schottky effect); the thickness of the dielectric film; the

permittivity of the dielectric film simulating different oxide materials; the barriers for electrons

and holes at the interfaces simulating different electrode materials; the temperature. The main

results and conclusions are: (1) For a single type of trap present only (donor-like or acceptor-

like), none of the simulated current density curves shows the expected behavior of the PFE and

in most cases within the tested parameter field the effect of PFE is negligibly small. (2) For both

types of traps present (compensation) only in the case of exact compensation, the expected slope

in the PF-plot was nearly found for a wider range of the applied electric field, but for a very small

range of the tested parameter field because of the very restricting additional conditions: first, the

quasi-fermi level of the current controlling particle (electrons or holes) has to be 0.1 to 0.5 eV

closer to the respective band limit than the zero-field energy level of the respective traps and,

second, the compensating trap energy level has to be shallow. The conclusion from all these

results is: the observation of the PFE as dominating current mechanism in MIM stacks with thin

dielectric (oxide) films (typically 30 nm) is rather improbable! VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921949]

INTRODUCTION

In solid state and materials engineering textbooks, one

can find in the sections about “Conduction” or “(Leakage)

Current” through metal-insulator (wide band gap semicon-

ductor)-metal (MIM) stacks usually two classes in models

for the (leakage) current:

(a) Current is interface controlled, e.g., thermionic (field)

emission; tunneling carrier injection.

(b) Current is bulk controlled, e.g., space charge limited

current (SCLC); Poole-Frenkel-effect (PFE).

Therefore, it is not surprising that in the literature this

classification of the suggested current mechanisms into these

classes is applied nearly without exception. But even in the

simplest versions of these models, many assumptions and

restrictions have to be fulfilled in order that one of these

mechanisms is really controlling the leakage current in MIM

stacks. In the literature, very often these conditions are not

mentioned or observed when such mechanisms are suggested

to describe experimental leakage results. Moreover, the clas-

sification into (a) and (b) is anyway very crude, as in any

MIM at least one mechanism of each class is working at the

same current level in order to describe the steady-state leak-

age current so that a better description would be by models

combining at least one mechanism of each class consistently.

This is even more important for thin films for which the

interface regions usually occupy larger portions of the film

0021-8979/2015/117(21)/215103/13/$30.00 VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC117, 215103-1
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thickness, so that undisturbed bulk properties cannot be

assumed for most of the film thickness anymore, i.e., an

essential condition leading to bulk controlled mechanisms.

For all these reasons, a combined model was developed

using thermionic field emission for carrier injection (and

ejection) (Schottky effect (SE)) at the interfaces and drift-

diffusion current in the bulk consistently bound together at

the two MI interfaces by a condition suggested by Crowell,

Beguwala, and Sze.1,2 This model has been described in

detail in papers before3–5 and will be outlined shortly in a

section below.

In the literature, over 50 papers per year are listed in

abstract search programs if you enter “Poole-Frenkel” AND

“thin films” AND “mechanism OR model” as search topics,

presuming that in most of these papers the PFE is suggested

as dominating, bulk-controlled leakage current mechanism,

as sample inspections of these papers have approved.6 And

nearly always the most simple PFE current equation7–9 was

used to fit experimental data, i.e., a straight line in the “PF-

plot,” which is log(current density j/applied electric field F)

vs. (applied electric field F)
1=2.

For the reasons mentioned above, the combined simula-

tion tool was used to test if an implementation of the PFE

would change the simulated current curves and under which

parameter sets the changes occur, and if the changed curves

represent the characteristic dependencies for the PFE. The

aim of the reported investigations is to define these parame-

ter sets with respect to interface properties such as injection/

ejection barrier height, to film properties such as thickness

and permittivity, and to trap properties, which are the reason

for the appearance of the PFE, such as type, density, and

energy level in the gap.

The reported results suggest that the implementation of

the PFE does not change the leakage current in most cases of

the tested parameter field. For the few changed cases, many

of them do not show the expected characteristic slope in the

PF-plot. Only in a rather small range of the tested parameter

field, the simulation data show nearly the expected PFE

behavior so that PFE may be identified under these condi-

tions as dominating mechanism for the (leakage) current

through MIM thin film stacks over a significant range of the

applied electric field and temperature. But as these condi-

tions are quite stringent and to some extent not realistic, the

appearance of the PFE as controlling current mechanism in

thin film MIM stacks is rather improbable, in contrast to its

numerous citations in the literature.

THE POOLE-FRENKEL EFFECT (PFE)

The PFE is applicable if the trap center is neutral with

the captured carrier (e�, hþ), as only then an attractive

(coulomb) interaction is working when the charged carrier

escapes from the then charged trap! The general mechanism

of the PFE is sketched in Fig. 1: The barrier e0Utn

¼ jEC � Etnj for an electron to escape from its trap at energy

level Etn into the conduction band (and a barrier e0Utp

¼ jEtp � EV j for a hole to escape into the valence band,

respectively) is equal in both directions in this simplified

linear model for the field-free state (F¼ 0). This is changed

by the presence of an electric field F 6¼ 0: In forward direc-

tion (in our case, the direction of the drift of the electrons),

the barrier is diminished by DUPF compared to the field free

state by the applied and/or internal electric field F with

appropriate sign. A field with the opposite sign enlarges the

barrier in the same direction by about the same value.

Usually, the coulomb interaction between the leaving carrier

and remaining charged trap is used. Therefore, the barrier

reduction DUPF is similar to that for the SE in the thermionic

emission with an electric field present. The difference is that

the trap is localized (spatially fixed) while in the Schottky

emission both interacting charges are moving: This results in

a barrier reduction DUPF twice as large as in the Schottky

effect, DUSE.

e0DUPF ¼ ½ðe3
0FÞ=ðp er; opte0Þ�1=2 ¼ 2e0DUSE ½eV�; (1)

with e0 the elementary charge, e0 the vacuum permittivity,

and er,opt the relative optical (high frequency) permittivity

(relative optical dielectric constant) of the insulating film

material.

With the reduced barrier, the escape from the trap hap-

pens more often and, therefore, the corresponding densities

of free carriers in the bands, nPF (electrons) or pPF (holes),

are higher in the average than without the implementation of

PFE, possibly increasing the (leakage) current due to the

increased PF-conductivity rPF ¼ e0lnnPF (for electrons)

compared to the low field conductivity r0 ¼ e0lnn0 (or with-
out PFE implementation):

rPF ¼ e0lnnPF ¼ e0lnn0 exp
e0DUPF

kBT

� �

¼ e0lnn0 exp
e0

kBT

e0

p er; opte0

� �1=2

F1=2

( )
; (2)

with ln the field independent electron mobility, kB the

Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.

This results in the often cited PF current density9

jPF / F exp � e0

kBT
Ut �

e0

p er; opte0

� �1=2

F1=2

" #( )
: (3a)

Using the characteristic PF-plot, i.e., ln(jPF/F) vs. F
1=2, a

straight line should fit the leakage current curve in this plot

with the correct slope, mPF

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of the Poole-Frenkel-effect without and with elec-

tric field, F.
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mPF ¼
e0

kBT

e0

p er; opte0

� �1=2

: (3b)

From the slope, the optical dielectric constant, er,opt, of

the tested material can be extracted at fixed temperature!

Unfortunately, many authors applying this fitting in the PF-

plot even did not check the slope of their fitting curve. And

those who did have to acknowledge in many cases that the

slope is not consistent with the correct optical dielectric con-

stant of their measured thin film material although er,opt often

may not be known exactly for the used materials because,

e.g., the production conditions of the thin films. These facts

are also motivation for the study presented in this paper.

The higher the barrier of the trap for escape, Ut, i.e.,

the deeper its energy level, Et, in the gap, the higher is its

probability to have a trapped carrier. In general, the trap

occupancy is regulated by the Fermi-Dirac-statistics10 via

the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes, Efn and Efp,

respectively: If the energy level of an electron trap, Etn,

lies between Efn and the conduction band edge, EC,

(Efn<Etn<EC) the probability for trapping and thus its oc-

cupancy is low and the trap is mostly empty and therefore

charged due to the neutrality definition above. Such traps are

called “shallow.” In contrast, if Etn is smaller than Efn

(Etn<Efn) the trapping probability and thus the occupancy is

high. Such traps are called “deep” and they are mostly neu-

tral. As this behavior, the occupancy with an electron and the

charge state is very similar to that of a donor, such traps may

be called “donor-like.” Actually, the occupation probability

for the electron trap is the same as that for the non-ionization

of donors. Similarly, hole trapping centers may be called

“acceptor-like” for the same reasons. The above described

characteristics are schematically sketched in Fig. 2 for elec-

tron traps (left part) and hole traps (right part). The change

of the trap energy level Et by 6 DUPF changes the energy

distance to the respective quasi-Fermi level and thus the trap-

ping probability for the PFE. These changes in the trapping

energy due to the PFE are implemented in the simulation

tool described in Section "Simulation Tool And Variation of

Parameters."

SIMULATION TOOL AND VARIATION OF
PARAMETERS

The simulation tool used for the data reported in this

paper has been used before to successfully reproduce

experimental leakage current curves in wide band gap

semiconductors such as SrTiO3 (STO) and (Ba,Sr)TiO3

(BST) with respect to dependencies on electric voltage

(field), temperature, and film thickness.4,5,11 As the features

of the simulation program have been described in detail,3–5

only a short recapitulation of the main characteristics is pre-

sented here with the help of Fig. 3, a schematic band diagram

of a MIM stack with a wide band semiconductor.

The most important feature of this combined simulation

tool is the condition for the currents in steady-state: The

injection current density at one interface is identical to the

current density inside the semiconductor film and identical

to the ejection current density at the opposite interface

jn; pðinjectionÞ � jn; pðfilmÞ � jn; pðejectionÞ: (4)

This identity holds for both carriers, electrons (n), and

holes (p), and, of course, for the sum, the total current den-

sity j, which is plotted in the results section below. For the

injection/ejection current densities, the thermionic emission,

including the barrier reduction by the Schottky effect, is

used. The current densities inside the film are described by

drift and diffusion. The condition to equalize the currents at

the interfaces has been suggested by Crowell, Sze, and co-

workers,1,2 also referenced as “Thermionic Emission—

Diffusion Theory” in the textbook of Sze.12 In thermal equi-

librium, the Fermi levels on both sides of the interface are

equal with no net current flowing. This is a dynamical balance

of equal currents from the electrode (M) into the insulator (I),

jM!I, and from insulator into the electrode, jI!M. For a flow-

ing net current at an interface, which is a non-equilibrium

state, the current is described by a difference in carrier

densities, e.g., for the interface at x¼ 0 and electrons (n)

jn; injection ¼ e0Dnðx ¼ 0Þvr; n ¼ e0½n0ðx ¼ 0Þ � nðx ¼ 0Þ� vr; n;

(5a)

ð� jn; filmðdrift� diffusionÞ
� jn; ejectionðx ¼ dÞðthermionic emissionÞÞ: (5b)

For the case n0> n, there is an injection current from the

electrode into the insulator, for the opposite case n0< n the

net current leaves the insulator into the electrode, here called

ejection. n0ðx ¼ 0Þ ¼ NC exp ½e0UBnðx ¼ 0Þ=kBT� is the

FIG. 2. Schematic sketch of shallow and deep donor-like and acceptor-like

trapping centers within the band gap.

FIG. 3. Schematic sketch of a band diagram for the combined model used

for simulation.
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electron density in the equilibrium state, fixed by interface

injection barrier, UBn(x¼ 0), which is the difference between

the bottom of the conduction band, EC(x¼ 0), and the elec-

trode Fermi level, Ef,electr, i.e., e0UBnðx ¼ 0Þ ¼ jECðx ¼ 0Þ
�Ef ;cathðx ¼ 0Þj. n(x¼ 0) is the electron density for the non-

equilibrium state (with net current) in the first sheet of the

semiconductor film at the interface x¼ 0 and it is adjustable

to assure the equality of the injection with the drift/diffusion

current in the film, i.e., it is an adjustable boundary condition

for the carrier (here: electron) density changing during the

iteration process of the simulation program. The same

applies to n(x¼ d) at the ejection interface at x¼ d.

The term e0 n0(x¼ 0) vr,n is in the simplest case the

usual (Schottky) current of thermionic emission with

vr; n ¼ A�T2=e0NC (the so-called recombination velocity for

electrons).12 NC is the effective density of states at the bot-

tom of the conduction band, A* is the effective Richardson

constant for thermionic emission. Similar equations as Eq.

(5a) have been applied to injection and ejection for electrons

and holes at both interfaces at x¼ 0 and x¼ d, as indicated in

Fig. 3.

The adjustable density n(x¼ 0) can also be related

to a Fermi level with the equation nðx ¼ 0Þ ¼ NC

exp f bECðx ¼ 0Þ � Ef nðx ¼ 0Þc=kBTg. If n 6¼ n0, i.e., if a net

current is flowing, it follows Efn(x¼ 0) 6¼Ef,cath(x¼ 0). This

gives rise to a jump of the electron Fermi level for electrons

at the cathode and in general at both interfaces for both kind

of carriers and non-equilibrium quasi-fermi levels for elec-

trons, Efn, and holes, Efp, respectively, inside the film, called

Imrefs, as shown in Fig. 3.

It is also worth to mention another boundary condition

for the solution of the drift-diffusion equation4,13

U¼ðkBT=e0Þ ln½n0ðx¼ 0Þ=n0ðx¼ dÞ�þ
ðd
0

dxFextþintðxÞ: (6)

The applied voltage U is divided into two terms: The

first one is called diffusion voltage, the second drift voltage

representing the acting electrical potential difference for the

band conduction of the carriers. Due to this condition, the

resulting working field in the dielectric can be very different

from mean applied field, Fappl¼U/d because of the diffusion

voltage and the internal field due to space charge using the

Poisson equation. Especially, the field values at the interfa-

ces are important because they determine via the Schottky

effect the effective barriers for carrier injection/ejection.

Besides the mentioned limits of the energy bands, con-

duction band, EC, and valence band, EV, and the quasi-fermi

levels, Efn and Efp, there are the important trap energy levels

within the band gap, Etn, and Etp, respectively, which are

both for shallow traps in Fig. 3, i.e., the traps are mostly

without trapped carriers and therefore charged. The internal

field due to the total space charge via the Poisson equation is

small in the example compared to the mean applied field,

Fappl¼U/d (applied voltage U divided by film thickness d),

as the energy bands are nearly straight lines without signifi-

cant bending. As the model describes injection of electron

and holes (double injection), recombination reactions

between the two species may be important. Generally, this

effect is included in the simulation tool, but it has been

verified that this process is only important if the injection

currents and then the densities for both are about compara-

ble, which for wide band gap thin film semiconductors is

only true if the electrode Fermi levels are close to the middle

of the gap. In this case, the injection currents and therefore

the steady state current without recombination are already

immeasurably small, so that the recombination effect was

not included in the presented simulation results.

Only one additional paper is known to the author using a

similar simulation model to explain experimental data.14 It

should be mentioned that a very similar model using tunnel-

ing injection instead of thermionic emission for the interface

part has been applied by Baniecki and co-workers.15,16 Other

combined models, different from the used one, are reported

in the literature, but as they differ in boundary conditions, of-

ten very significantly, they are not mentioned here, because a

thorough discussion on the differences is beyond the scope

of this paper. The reader is referred to textbooks, similar to

Refs. 9 and 10.

The combined model shows very different current simu-

lation curves varying in shape and profile and absolute num-

ber dependent on interface properties (electrode barrier

height, electrode symmetry, etc.), film properties (permittiv-

ity, carrier mobility, thickness), film defect properties (width

(homogeneity), energy level in the gap with respect to the

Fermi level (shallow, deep) and type (donor-like, acceptor-

like)) and temperature. The numbers for the varied parame-

ters used for the simulations are listed in Table I: electrode

properties (zero voltage barrier height symmetric for both

interfaces), insulator properties (thickness, dielectric permit-

tivity) and defect properties (density and energy level of

donor-type and acceptor-type traps, respectively), and exter-

nal properties (applied voltage (field), temperature). The

simulation tool includes several temperature dependent pa-

rameters: diffusion constants and mobilities for electron and

holes, respectively, and the semiconductor gap width as it is

known that the gap width shrinks with increasing tempera-

ture: Eg(T)¼Eg,T¼0� bT with b¼ 6� 10�4 eV K�1. The

energy levels of the traps in the gap, Etn and Etp, and the top

of the valence band, EV, were adjusted accordingly, but in

TABLE I. Parameters for simulation calculations. Fixed parameters: Gap

width Eg¼ 3.3 eV; relative optical (high frequency) dielectric const. er,opt

¼ 5.5; eff. density of states (DOS) conduction band: NC¼ 3.5� 1020¼NV:

eff. DOS valence band.

Varied parameters Units Standard min. max.

Applied voltage, V V 10�4 25

Dielectric film thickness, d Nm 30 15 250

Applied electric field, F¼V/d V/cm 4 2� 106

Temperature, T K 300 250 455

Relative dielectric constant, er … 30 10 300

Sym. interface barrier, UBn (UBp) V 0.3 or 1.0 0.15 3.0

Donor-like trap energy, Etn eV 0.05 2.0

Donor-like trap density, Ntn cm�3 1020 1019 3� 1020

Acceptor-like trap energy, Etp eV 0.9 3.0

Acceptor-like trap density, Ntp cm�3 1020 1019 3� 1020
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figures and tables the nominal values (for T¼ 0) are given if

not mentioned otherwise. Many of the input numbers for the

simulation program (mobilities, diffusion constants, effective

densities of states in conduction and valence bands, etc.)

have been adjusted for STO material (as it was used in previ-

ous papers). The most important are given here.

The gap width Eg,T¼0¼ jEC�EVj ¼ 3.3 eV and hence

Eg(T¼ 300 K)¼ 3.12 eV; the electron affinity, v¼ 4 eV; these

two data together with the varied electrode Fermi level,

Ef,electr, define interface barriers for electrons and holes,

e0UBn, and e0UBp¼ jEV(x¼ 0)�Ef,cath(x¼ 0)j at the cathode,

x¼ 0, and at the anode, x¼ d, respectively, for zero electric

field, i.e., without consideration of the Schottky effect. The

effective density of states in conduction and valence band

were chosen equal: NC¼NV¼ 3.52� 1020 cm�3; a similar

value is also used as upper limit for the density of traps. The

effective Richardson constant, A*¼ 983 A/(cm K)2. The rela-

tive optical (high frequency) permittivity (relative optical

dielectric constant), er,opt¼ 5.5. Due to these choices, the

absolute numbers of calculated current density may change

with the exact input numbers for other materials, but not the

general results.

Of course, the simulation delivers current densities of

any magnitude. But applied to experimental data there is an

upper limit, because for higher current densities the sample

would be damaged or completely destroyed by melting, and

a lower limit, because of a resolution limit for current mea-

surement. Assuming for the last 10�14 A, a very optimistic

current resolution limit, the lower limit for the current den-

sity is dependent on the electrode area of the sample. This is

listed in Table II. As most of the presented data are shown in

a PF-plot, i.e., ln(jPF/Fappl) vs. Fappl
1=2, the resolution limit for

jPF/Fappl is also dependent on the applied electric field, Fappl.

In Table I, this is shown for 3 V for a dielectric film thickness

d¼ 30 nm, the standard thickness for the simulations, result-

ing in a representative electric field of 1 MV/cm (or 1000

[V/cm]
1=2 in the PF-plot). For other conditions, the respective

lower limits for j/F can easily be calculated. Although many

of the presented data are smaller than the realistic current

limits, they are shown for completeness and to confirm the

drawn conclusions.

This powerful simulation tool was used to check if and

to what amount the implementation of the PFE (as described

before) would change the leakage current curves and if the

possibly changed dependencies would show the characteris-

tic slope in a PF-plot, as it is claimed in hundreds of papers.6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section is divided into two parts: In the first one,

the results are presented for simulations for which it was

assumed that only a single type of trap is present, donor-like

or acceptor like. In the second part, all the simulations

results have as input both kinds of traps, which is called

compensation of traps. As it should be demonstrated if and

under which conditions the PFE is the dominating mecha-

nism for the current density, nearly all the data are presented

in the “PF-plot,” i.e., log(j/F) vs. F
1=2. For comparison to the

simulation results also the theoretical curve of the PFE (see

Eq. (3a)) is plotted and usually normalized to high field data

of one of the simulation curves with implemented PFE. In

several plots, the simulation results with implementation of

the PFE are compared to those without consideration of the

PFE. These are labeled “w PF” and “w/o PF” and usually

plotted as symbols without lines and lines without symbols,

respectively, if not mentioned otherwise.

A. Single type of traps

For the simulation with only donor-like traps, a screen-

ing with varied energy level, Etn, of the traps in the gap has

been performed. Etn is the absolute value below the conduc-

tion band edge, EC, and measured in eV. Fig. 4(a) shows the

comparison with and without PFE implementation in a

PF-plot. The other parameters were the zero-field interface

barrier for electrons, e0UBn¼ 1 eV, the donor-like trap den-

sity, Ntn¼ 2� 1019 cm�3, the relative dielectric constant,

er¼ 300, and the film thickness, d¼ 30 nm. In general,

the effect of PFE implementation is negligible for most

results. One can observe two “master curves,” one with

higher current for those with Etn< e0UBn and another one

with Etn> e0UBn with lower current. The exception is for

Etn¼ 1 eV, the same value as e0UBn. With PFE, the curve

joins those with Etn< e0UBn at high applied fields which is

reasonable because the PFE reduces the trap energy level

towards EC. Without PFE, the curve joins those with

Etn> e0UB at high fields. None of the curves shows the slope

characteristic for PFE represented by the “PF Theory” line.

Fig. 4(b) shows the results for a similar screening with a

single acceptor-like trap with a density Ntp¼ 2� 1019 cm�3

and at varied energy level, Etp. The energy level, Etp, was

also changed systematically from close to the valence band

(Etp¼ 3.15 eV) to deep in the gap (Etp¼ 1.0 eV), while all

other parameters were identical to the previous donor-like

trap screening. [Note: The numbers for Etp are measured as

absolute values below the bottom of the conduction band,

EC. If measured above top of the valence band, they are

labeled Etpv¼ jEg�Etpj ¼ j3.3�Etpj]. The results are very

similar: Only for the case that Etpffi e0UBn (or Etpvffi e0UBp),

there is a difference with and without PFE implementation,

but both are far away from the theory line. All other curves

make a “master curve,” because in the band gap all other

Etp> e0UBn (or Etpv< e0UBp). Although this master curve in

the average is close to the PF theory, it is no indication for

the PFE because the curves without PFE implementation are

identical and at high applied fields, the main range for the

PFE, the slope is significantly different from the theory.

TABLE II. Current limit to be measurable.

Current I> 1014 A¼ 10 fA

Electrode area

Limit j/F [A/Vcm] at 1 MV/cm

(i.e., 3 V for d¼ 30 nm)

1 cm2 >10�20

1 mm2 >10�18

10� 10 lm2 >10�14

1 lm2 >10�12

30� 100 nm2 >3� 10�10

30� 30 nm2 >10�9
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Many other simulations with single traps only have been

performed in the parameter ranges listed in Table I. Some

data for donor-like traps are presented in Fig. 5 for those

examples with one or more parameters at the limit of the

investigated ranges. All these shown curves with imple-

mented PFE are very different from the respective ones with-

out PFE which are not shown. Except for one example all

the simulations are made with Etn¼ e0UBn¼ 1 eV similar to

those in Fig. 4(a). The closest approach to the slope of the

PFE theory shows the curve with er¼ 10, d¼ 80 nm, and

Ntn¼ 1020 cm�3. Fitting the slope of this curve (see Eq. (3b))

and extracting the optical dielectric constant, er,opt, results

in a value of 9.6 instead the correct input of 5.5. For the

others, the difference would be much larger. Using smaller

interface barrier height and lower trap energy level (here:

e0UBn¼ 0.3 eV and Etn¼ 0.5 eV), the current density

increases significantly, but also for this example the slope is

for off from PF theory.

The results for single donor-like traps with trap energy

equal to the interface barrier, Etn¼ e0UBn¼ 1 eV, are sum-

marized in Fig. 6 with respect to the three most important

parameters: relative dielectric constant, er (Fig. 6(a)),

FIG. 5. Comparison of simulation data (PF-plot) with (w) implementation of

PFE for donor-like traps with different numbers for relative dielectric con-

stant, er, dielectric film thickness, d [nm], trap density, Ntn [cm�3], trap

energy level, Etn [eV], and nominal interface barrier, e0UBn [eV]. The other

parameters are mentioned in the text.

FIG. 6. Summary of simulation data for single donor-like traps present only.

Plotted is the slope of the current–field curves in the PF-plot, normalized to

the theoretical slope expected for PFE as dominating conduction mechanism

vs. important parameters: (a) relative dielectric constant, er; (b) dielectric

film thickness, d [nm]; (c) trap density, Ntn [cm�3]. The other parameters are

mentioned in the legend or the text.

FIG. 4. Comparison of simulation data (PF-plot) without (w/o) and with (w)

implementation of PFE: (a) for donor-like traps with density Ntn¼ 2� 1019

cm�3, varying trap energy level Etn [eV] and (b) for acceptor-like traps with

density Ntp¼ 2� 1019 cm�3, varying trap energy level Etpv [eV]. The nomi-

nal interface barriers were the same for both cases, e0UBn¼ 1 eV, which cor-

responds to e0UBp¼ 2.3 eV (measured above EV). The other parameters are

mentioned in the text.
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dielectric film thickness, d (Fig. 6(b)), and trap density, Ntn

(Fig. 6(c)). Plotted are the slopes at high applied fields of the

simulation curves in the PF-plot, normalized to theoretical

slope of Eq. (3a) (which is then equal to 1). The trends in the

figures are clear: with decreasing er, and increasing d and Ntn

the data get closer to the theoretical value, but the distance to

that value is still significant. The closest approach, as men-

tioned above, for er¼ 10, d¼ 80 nm, and Ntn¼ 1020 cm�3 is

at about 75%.

Similar data could be shown for curves with single

acceptor-like traps. So the main conclusion is that the PFE

dominated behavior has not been verified within the parame-

ter field tested for single traps present only. This makes the

PFE as dominating mechanism for currents through MIM

stacks improbable under these conditions.

B. Both types of traps (compensation)

For this condition, a parameter screening was done, simi-

larly as for single traps above, and the results are shown in

Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). For the data in Fig. 7(a), the value of the

symmetric interface barrier, UBn, was shifted through the

band gap for the constant parameter set Ntn¼Ntp¼ 2� 1019

cm�3 (exact compensation), Etn¼ 0.15 eV (shallow),

Etp¼ 2.0 eV (Etpv¼ 1.3 eV); deep or shallow), d¼ 30 nm, and

er¼ 300. As expected, the absolute magnitude of the current

is very dependent on the distance of the electrode Fermi level

Ef,electr from the conduction or valence band, respectively,

and therefore on the respective barrier heights at the interfa-

ces, e0UBn for electrons and e0UBp for holes, whatever is

smaller. At high applied fields, all curves are rather far off

from the slope of the PFE theory. The comparison between

with and without PFE implementation shows no significant

difference except for the case Etpv¼ e0UBp¼ 1.3 eV (or

Etp¼ 2.0 eV) for which a small difference appears.

For this condition, a dependence on trap density

with exact compensation was made. The results are plotted

in Fig. 7(b). With increasing trap density, the field range, in

which the slope of the curve is close to that of PFE theory,

increases. This does also the difference compared to the

curves without PF implementation. All the curves with PF

implementation drop in slope at very high fields and leave

the theory curve but the onset field for this deviation

increases with increasing Nt, too. Therefore, also other

parameters than trap density, Nt, were changed under the

condition of exact compensation.

In order to increase the current density, smaller interface

barriers for electrons, e0UBn, with similar energy level of

donor-like traps, Etn, and identical conditions for holes and

acceptor-like traps, respectively, were tested. The optimum

results for the electron case are shown in Fig. 8(a). The

FIG. 7. Comparison of simulation data (PF-plot) without (w/o) and with (w)

implementation of PFE for exactly compensated traps at constant parameters

(see text) except: (a) the symmetric interface barrier was varied and shifted

through the whole gap; (b) the densities of the traps Ntn¼Ntp were varied

for the parameter set, which showed a dependence on the PF-

implementation in Fig. 7(a).

FIG. 8. Comparison of simulation data (PF-plot) with implementation of

PFE (if not indicated otherwise) for exactly compensated traps at constant

parameters (see text) except: (a) the energy level of the donor-like traps, Etn,

which was varied from weakly deep to strongly deep; (b) the energy level of

the acceptor-like traps, Etp, which was varied from strongly deep to weakly

deep for the parameter set for the curve with Etn¼ 0.5 eV in Fig. 8(a). The

straight lines for each curve correspond to the expected PFE theory normal-

ized at high applied fields.
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parameters were: Ntn¼Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3 (exact compensa-

tion), e0UBn¼ 0.3 eV (i.e., e0UBp¼ 3.0 eV), Etp¼ 3.15 eV

(Etpv¼ 0.15 eV; shallow), d¼ 30 nm, and er¼ 30. The varied

parameter was the trap energy, Etn, from very small, 0.2 eV

(shallow), to 1.1 eV (deep) in steps of 0.1 eV. For

Etn¼ 0.2 eV< e0UBn, the curve does not fit the PFE theory.

The curve for Etn¼ 0.3 eV (¼e0UBn) is close to it at medium

applied fields, but in the high field range the slope decreases

strongly. For Etn¼ 0.4 eV (>e0UBn), the curve is very close

to PFE theory, only at very high fields the slope decreases.

For the range 0.5 eV�Etn� 0.8 eV (all Etn> e0UBn), the fit

to the PFE theory is almost perfect except for very low fields,

for which the PFE is not expected to work anyway, and a

bending at the highest fields applied. For higher Etn up to

1.1 eV, the slopes are close to theory but get steeper than

theory with increasing Etn. These data of an electron-

conduction dominated current with exact compensation at

high trap density with the donor-like trap energy Etn about

0.2 to 0.5 eV lower in the gap than the electron interface

barrier, e0UBn, are the first and only reported results up to

here that show the theoretical PFE behavior. Therefore, it

was tested if changes in the other parameters would save or

destroy the found PFE behavior and some examples are

shown in Figs. 8(b), 9, and 10.

For one of the curves in Fig. 8(a) (Etn¼ 0.5 eV), the

energy level for the compensating acceptor-like traps, Etp,

was changed from the very shallow value Etp¼ 3.15 eV

(Etpv¼ 0.15 eV) more into the gap in steps up to the value

Etp¼ 0.3 eV¼ e0UBn, the interface barrier for the current

dominating electrons. The results are plotted in Fig. 8(b).

Except for the curve with the smallest value of Etp, its varia-

tion does not change the PF behavior and all the curves coin-

cide in the high field range. The curve with Etp¼ 0.5 eV

leaves the PF theory curve at medium fields. For the one

with the smallest Etp (¼0.3 eV), the deviation occurs already

in the upper field range so that it would be difficult to

observe the PFE behavior in reality under these conditions,

also because at very high fields all the curves deviate

increasingly from the PF slope. For comparison, a simulation

result for one of the cases without PFE implementation is

plotted as well, showing a very different behavior in slope

and absolute value which is true for all the other cases as

well. In conclusion, the energy level Etp of the acceptor-like

traps does not influence the observation of the PFE as long

as Etp is lower than the respective Fermi level, i.e., the

acceptor-like trap has always to be shallow.

The rule that PFE behavior may be observed for the

exactly compensated traps if Etn is about 0.2 to 0.5 eV larger

than e0UBn and Etp not smaller than e0UBn has been verified

in the previous figures. Similar combinations have been

investigated by shifting the interface barrier e0UBn deeper

into the gap inducing lower, eventually unrealistic low cur-

rent densities. For UBn>UBp, resulting in hole dominated

currents, Etp for acceptor-like traps was varied instead of Etn,

which was then chosen constant and shallow at 0.15 eV. The

FIG. 9. Comparison of simulation data (PF-plot) with implementation of

PFE for exactly compensated traps at constant parameters (see text) except

pairs of the energy level of the traps for the current dominating carrier, Etn

for electrons or Etpv for holes, and the corresponding interface barrier, UBn

for electrons or UBp for holes, respectively. The straight lines with the trian-

gles for each curve correspond to the expected PFE behavior normalized at

high applied fields.

FIG. 10. Comparison of simulation data (PF-plot) with implementation of

PFE for nearly compensated traps at constant parameters (see text) except:

(a) the density of donor-like traps, Ntn, which was varied around the constant

density of the acceptor-like traps, Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3 from over-compensation,

Ntn<Ntp (lower curves) to under-compensation, Ntn>Ntp (upper curves) for

electron dominated current, and (b) the density of acceptor-like traps, Ntp,

which was varied around the constant density of the donor-like traps,

Ntn¼ 1020 cm�3 from over-compensation, Ntp<Ntn (lower curves) to under-

compensation, Ntp>Ntn (upper curves) for hole dominated current. In each

figure, one curve with high under-compensation was added for comparison.

The straight lines for selected curves correspond to the expected PFE behav-

ior normalized at high applied fields.
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results, plotted in Fig. 9, demonstrate that under these condi-

tions, i.e., UBn and UBp deeper in the gap, nearly perfect PF

behavior is observed, even better than the starting curve at

the top of the plot, as no deviation from PFE theory occurs

up to the highest applied fields tested in the simulations,

other than for e0UBn¼ 0.3 eV and e0UBp¼ 0.3 eV. The draw-

back of the higher barriers is the much lower current density,

so that the lowest 2 or 3 curves are hardly measurable in

reality.

The assumption of nominally identical densities of

donor-like and acceptor-like traps in all the previously shown

simulation results in this section is rather unrealistic.

Therefore, the effect of small deviations from this exact com-

pensation was tested for both directions, under-compensation

as well as over-compensation with respect to Ntn for constant

Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3 and variations of Ntn around this number.

The other parameters are the same as in the figures before

with e0UBn¼ 0.3 eV, Etn¼ 0.5 eV, and Etp¼ 3.15 eV. The

results are shown in Fig. 10(a).

All the curves with under-compensation, Ntn>Ntp, lie

above the reference curve with exact compensation, these

with over-compensation, Ntn<Ntp, lie below. The curves

with under-compensation are nearly straight lines in this

PF-plot, but the slope decreases already noticeably for 10%

under-compensation (Ntn¼ 1.1� 1020 cm�3) compared to

the reference curve and the PF theory curve. This decrease is

enlarged by increasing under-compensation, and for highest

number shown here, Ntn¼ 3� 1020 cm�3 (i.e., 3�Ntp), close

to the upper limit for Nt, the curve gets additionally bended

at high applied fields making the deviations more significant.

This trend would be limited by the most extreme under-

compensation (Ntp¼ 0; single donor-like trap only), the most

upper curve in Fig. 5 with otherwise identical parameters

except Ntn.

Over-compensation makes the deviations much more se-

rious: a 5% over-compensation changes the curve already

very drastically, only in a quite small range at high fields the

slope is close to PF theory, while below and above this field

range the slope of the curve is far off. This destruction of the

PF behavior is complete already for a 20% over-

compensation and in most of the field range the current is

immeasurably small.

A similar plot is shown in Fig. 10(b) for hole dominated

currents. The curve with exact compensation as reference is

the same as in Fig. 9(b) with the parameters e0UBp¼ 0.6 eV;

Etpv¼ 0.9 eV, i.e., the barrier is higher than in the electron

case (Fig. 10(a)) and also the difference of the acceptor-like

trap energy level and the barrier level in order to present

some variation of these parameters. The under- and over-

compensation with respect to Ntp are similarly: shallow

Etn(¼ 0.15 eV below EC) and constant Ntn¼ 1020 cm�3 and

variations of Ntp around this number.

The results are nearly identical to the electron case

(in Fig. 10(a)): All the curves for under-compensation,

Ntp>Ntn, lie above the reference curve with exact compen-

sation, these for over-compensation, Ntp<Ntn, lie below. For

increasing under-compensation, the slopes of the nearly

straight lines deviate increasingly from the PF theory. The

largest under-compensation shown with a factor of 10 and

Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3, the most upper curve, does not fit the PF

theory especially at high fields because it is bended. As in

the electron case (Fig. 10(a)) already small over-

compensation destroys the PF behavior completely.

Using some examples of the electron case, i.e., shallow

Etp¼ 3.15 eV and constant Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3, Ubn¼ 0.3 eV,

Etn¼ 0.5 eV and varying Ntn around Ntp (Fig. 10(a)), it is tried

to understand the occurrence of the nearly perfect PF-behavior

for exact compensation and the increasing deviation with

increasing under-/over-compensation. The selection is shown

in Fig. 11 (full symbols): Exact compensation (diamonds,

middle curve), under-compensation (Ntn¼ 3� 1020 cm�3;

squares, upper curve), and over-compensation (Ntn¼ 9� 1019

cm�3; circles, lower curve).

As one of the conditions for the observation of the PF-

behavior is that the resulting current density is not limited by

the (electron) injection via thermionic emission including the

Schottky effect, additionally to the simulation results the

corresponding maximum injection current densities (open

symbols) are plotted. For their calculations, the working
fields at x¼ 0, F(x¼ 0) were used. In order to compare to the

results of the simulation results in the PF-plot, the injection

currents have been divided by the applied field, Fappl¼U/d.

All these injection current densities are larger than the simu-

lation current densities, about a factor of two at high applied

fields up to one order of magnitude or more at medium

applied fields. Therefore, the simulation current densities are

not limited by the injection—in this case, both current den-

sities would be nearly equal, and this holds not only for the

shown examples, but generally within the parameter range

used in the reported results. It is worth to note that the shown

maximum injection current densities are not the real ones in

the simulation but corresponding to Eq. (5a) they are reduced

to the simulation current densities by the “recombination”

effect in the used model in order to satisfy Eq. (4). For com-

parison, the injection current density curve divided by Fappl

FIG. 11. Comparison of selected simulation data (PF-plot) of Fig. 10(a) (full

symbols) with the corresponding maximum current of thermionic injection

including the Schottky effect (open symbols) and the corresponding mean

electron densities, hni, normalized to the currents at high applied field

(crosses and star symbols). For comparison, the current of thermionic injec-

tion including the Schottky effect with the applied electric field, Fappl, has

been added (most upper curve). The straight lines for selected curves corre-

spond to the expected PFE behavior normalized at high applied fields.
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(PF-plot!), using the applied field as working field at x¼ 0,

F(x¼ 0)¼Fappl, in the Schottky barrier reduction, is also

plotted (open triangles). The mostly large differences

between the injection current curves are due to the differen-

ces between Fappl and the calculated working field at x¼ 0

due to the applied boundary condition for the drift-diffusion

equation in Eq. (6). The such determined working fields at

x¼ 0 (and x¼ d) induce quite different Schottky barrier

heights at the interfaces and consequently different maxi-

mum current densities for injection (ejection) as shown in

Fig. 11 for the injection of electrons at the cathode.

Another condition for the observation of the characteris-

tic PF dependence is extracted from Eq. (2): the PF conduc-

tivity rPF is only dependent on the electron carrier density

nPF as all other parameters are kept constant except the field,

Fappl. Therefore, the dependence of nPF(Fappl
1/2) should have

the characteristic PF behavior to observe the correct slope in

the PF plot. The mean values of the electron density in the

simulation, hn(x)i, have been evaluated and plotted in Fig.

11 (star and cross symbols), normalized to the high field data

of the corresponding currents (at about 1300 (V/cm)1/2,

Uappl¼ 5 V). For the middle curve with nearly perfect PF

behavior, also the mean electron densities show exactly the

same dependence at high and medium fields, but deviate at

smaller fields. But this perfect fitting is not an exclusive indi-

cation for correct PF behavior because similarly ideal fitting

is also observed for the other examples in Fig. 11 in the

same field range. This identical dependence is generally

observed in the medium to high field range because diffusion

currents, the second part in the drift-diffusion equation used

for the carrier transport inside the dielectric, are increasingly

unimportant under these conditions.

Unfortunately, no significant difference in relevant prop-

erties could be evaluated from the simulation data which

could explain the occurrence of the nearly perfect PF behav-

ior as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and in the same way the devia-

tions from it documented in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). Therefore,

the appearance of the nearly perfect PF behavior may be just

by chance induced by the decreasing slope from over- to

under-compensated with additional straightening of the

curves in the PF-plot.

So far, the field dependence of the PF current density

has been addressed at constant temperature (T¼ 300 K). The

strong temperature dependence of the PF current density (see

Eqs. (2) and (3a)) will be presented and discussed below.

From such dependence, some information about the energy

level of the current controlling traps, Et, and therefore about

its barrier for escape at zero field, e0Ut, can be extracted via

the zero field conductivity, r0 (T). For the temperature varia-

tions, all the simulations were done for electron controlled

current with donor-like electron traps at a fixed energy level

Etn¼ 0.5 eV below the conduction band independent on tem-

perature. [Note: This is different from all other simulation

data for which the energy levels of the traps were dependent

on temperature because they were scaled with temperature in

the same way as the gap width (see above); e.g., a nominal

trap energy Etn(T¼ 0)¼ 0.5 eV was scaled to

Etn(T¼ 300)¼ 0.473 eV.

The other simulation parameters for the temperature var-

iation are the ones for exact compensation of the trap den-

sities, Ntn¼Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3, as stated in the figure caption

and the corresponding text for Fig. 10(a), for which the

results showed nearly perfect PF behavior over a wide field

range. The simulation results with varied temperature

between 250 K and 455 K are shown in Fig. 12(a). In general,

the current density is increasing with increasing temperature.

All the curves (symbols) show a “linear” dependence in the

PF plot over a wide field range. Deviations from this behav-

ior occur at low fields and at very high fields. For the last the

bending starts at lower fields with increasing temperature

leading to a current density independent on temperature at

the highest fields tested. At all temperatures, the field de-

pendence in the “linear” section of the curves is very close to

the one expected for perfect PF behavior, exemplified for

T¼ 300 K (triangles). The straight lines in Fig. 12(a) are the

least square fits of the “linear” PF regions at each tempera-

ture, which are nearly identical with the PF theory lines nor-

malized to one data point at the respective temperature as it

is demonstrated for T¼ 300 K.

The intersections of these lines with the abscissa are rep-

resenting the zero field conductivities. The natural logarithm,

ln [r0 (T)], of these extracted values is plotted vs. 1/tempera-

ture (see Eqs. (2) and (3a)), shown in Fig. 13, symbols of

middle curve. From the slope of the least square fit, the

energy level of the current controlling trap, in this case a

donor-like trap, can be calculated assuming PF behavior.

The extracted trap energy, Et¼ 0.507 eV below the conduc-

tion band limit, EC, is very close to the simulation input of

Etn¼ 0.5 eV. This may be a possible indication for PF as

dominating current mechanism in the medium field ranges,

used for the extraction of r0 (see Fig. 12(a)), for the condi-

tion of exact trap compensation.

In order to test the effect of very small deviations from

the exact trap compensation on the indicated nearly perfect

PF behavior, we performed identical sets of simulation

curves with field and temperature dependence with the only

change from exact compensation to slightly under-

compensation of 10% with Ntn¼ 1.1� 1020 cm�3 and very

slightly over-compensation of 1% with Ntn¼ 9.9� 1019

cm�3, both at steady Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3. The results are plotted

in Figs. 12(b) and 12(c) (symbols). The general trends are

the same as in Fig. 12(a), increasing currents with increasing

temperature and “linear” PF behavior in wide field regions.

But there is already a significant difference between the

slopes of PF theory (triangles) and the least square fit for the

“linear” portion at T¼ 300 K for both cases. These devia-

tions can be quantified by extracting the high frequency

dielectric constant er,opt from the slope of the fitting curve,

e.g., at T¼ 300 K for both cases: For the under-

compensation (Fig. 12(b)), the extracted high frequency

dielectric constant is er,opt¼ 6.2, an increase of about 13%

compared to the input of er,opt¼ 5.5. For the case of over-

compensation (Fig. 12(c)), the extracted high frequency

dielectric constant is er,opt¼ 4.8, a reduction of about 13%

compared to the input of er,opt¼ 5.5. Similar deviations are

observed for all temperatures for the respective cases. The

temperature dependences in Figs. 12(b) and 12(c) were also
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used to determine the respective trap energies via the num-

bers for r0 (T) extracted from the fitting lines. The results are

plotted in Fig. 13 for under- and over-compensation, the

symbols of the upper and lower curves, respectively. The

extracted trap energies, Et¼ 0.483 eV (Fig. 13, upper curve)

and Et¼ 0.531 eV (Fig. 13, lower curve), represent changes

of about �3.3% and about þ6%, respectively, compared to

the input of Etn¼ 0.5 eV. These changes are less significant

than those for er,opt also for real measurements because the

exact trap energies are usually not known very well and they

vary around a mean value. In conclusion, small deviations

from the unrealistic condition of exact trap compensation

result in much larger deviations from the perfect PF behav-

ior, and this holds for all temperatures tested.

Some other effects, which are not included in the

presented simulation model, may change the current-field

dependence significantly and possibly destroy the PF behav-

ior observed only for special conditions in the presented

data.

At the interfaces, the carriers are injected or ejected not

only by thermionic emission but could enter or leave the

dielectric by tunneling into or from the conduction band for

electrons or from valence band for holes, respectively.

Although also these additional currents would be reduced by

“recombination” in the model similarly as for thermionic

emission, but they would increase the steady state current

densities, especially at higher fields, the most important

range for the PF, and possibly change the reported

dependencies.

Only data for simulations with symmetric electrodes

have presented in order to restrict the parameter range and,

therefore, no dependence on the sign of the applied voltage

is important. Compared to experiments, this assumption is

not very appropriate for thin films, even if the electrodes are

nominally identical, because due to the production condi-

tions an interface M-I may be different from an I-M one

even with the same materials for electrode (M) and dielectric

(I). If the electrodes and hence the interface barriers are dif-

ferent, there will be a dependence on the sign of the applied

voltage and the asymmetry itself can change the current-field

dependence.

Another effect not included is illustrated in Fig. 14: In

the simulation, the trap centers are treated as single, iso-

lated traps without interaction with neighboring ones as

shown in Fig. 1. This is the most upper (Coulomb) poten-

tial in Fig. 14 for the charged trap positioned at x¼ 0. For

FIG. 13. Arrhenius plot for the zero field conductivity, r0, extracted from

Fig. 12. The trap energy level, Et, is extracted from the slope of the least

square fit (straight line).

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of simulation data (PF plot) with imple-

mentation of PFE. The input parameters are the same as for the data in Fig.

11 with exact compensation, except the fixed Etn¼ 0.5 eV (see text): (a)

with exact compensation, Ntn¼Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3; (b) with 10% under-

compensation, Ntn¼ 1.1� 1020 cm�3, Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3; (c) with 1% over-

compensation, Ntn¼ 9.9� 1019 cm�3, Ntp¼ 1020 cm�3. The straight lines for

each data are the least square fits, neglecting the data at very high and very

low applied fields.
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the high trap densities used in this report, this assumption

is not really true as demonstrated in Fig. 14(a) without and

in Fig. 14(b) with electric field, respectively. The first trap

is positioned at x1¼ 0, the second at x2¼ (1/Nt)
1/3¼hdti,

which is the mean distance between next neighbors of the

traps.

For example, this distance is hdti¼ 2.15 nm for the of-

ten used trap density of Nt¼ 1020 cm�3. Both traps are

assumed to be charged and the neighboring Coulomb poten-

tials overlap leading to a reduction of the barrier between

the neighboring traps below the barrier to the conduction

band (for electrons). At hdt>i¼ 2.15 nm (Nt¼ 1020 cm�3),

there is no barrier for hopping between traps for all traps

having energy levels Et� 0.5 eV below the conduction

band. This holds already for zero (or small) fields (Fig.

14(a)) and the barrier reduction increases with increasing

field (Fig. 14(b)) and would apply to the selected examples

in Figs. 10(a) and 11 with Etn¼ 0.5 eV. That may result in

additional hopping current contribution at all applied fields,

of course depending on the occupation probability of the

traps and their density compared to the carrier density in

the respective band responsible for the presented data. For

traps deeper in the gap also additional tunneling through

the reduced barrier between neighboring trap centers may

be significant especially for the highest trap density

(Nt¼ 3.5� 1020 cm�3), for which the tunneling distance is

mostly 1 nm or smaller.

CONCLUSIONS

The current through MIM thin film stacks in different

wide band gap semiconductors was calculated using an

advanced simulation tool, which combines injection/ejection

currents at the MI interfaces with the drift-diffusion current

inside the dielectric under the condition of an overall con-

stant steady state current. The aim was to check the impor-

tance of the PFE as dominating conduction mechanism in

such systems as it is suggested or “proved” in many

publications.6

The currents without and with PFE implementation are

compared in a wide parameter field for different trap config-

urations with respect to compensation, densities, and energy

levels within the gap. For single traps present only, donor-

like or acceptor-like, i.e., no trap compensation, an effect of

the PFE implementation is only detected if the trap energy

level is identical or very close to the injection barrier (elec-

trode Fermi level), but in no case the current density curve

shows the characteristic slope expected for a dominating

PFE behavior.

With trap compensation, an effect of the PFE implemen-

tation is often confirmed, but nearly perfect PFE behavior is

detected for exact compensation only, while deviations to

under- or over-compensation destroy the PFE behavior, very

dramatically for the last. The appearance of the nearly per-

fect PFE behavior in a wider range of the applied field is

observed only for special parameter sets: Besides the exact

compensation, the densities of both trap types, Ntn and Ntp,

have to be at least 5� 1019 cm� 3 or higher, the energy level

of the traps for the conduction controlling carrier (e.g., elec-

trons, donor-like traps) has to be nominally 0.2 to 0.5 eV

deeper in the gap than the carrier Imref (which is close to the

electrode Fermi level at the interfaces), i.e., this traps are

nominally slightly “deep,” while the energy level of the com-

pensating traps has to be shallow. Unfortunately, no signifi-

cant feature was found in the simulation data why the

described conditions result in nearly perfect PFE behavior

and why this is changed by small excursions from the exact

compensation, so that it may be possible that the perfect PFE

slope was just hit by chance.

From all the data, it can be concluded that the appear-

ance of PFE behavior in real measurements of current–

field dependencies in thin film MIM stacks is rather

improbable because of the unrealistic sharp condition of

exact compensation at very high trap densities in a quite

small range of examined parameter field. In addition, sev-

eral other effects not yet implemented into the simulation

tool (additional tunneling injection, asymmetric electro-

des, severe change of trap potential barrier by potential

overlap of neighboring traps at high trap densities) have

been identified which may change the current–field

dependence making the observation of PFE behavior even

more improbable!
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